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Abstract
This thesis consists of two main sections: chaotic cyclic cosmology and Chameleon gravity in
the early universe. Both sections invoke a phase plane analysis as their commonality. The first
explores a cyclic model, proposed by Ellis et al. [1], that is in keeping with current observations.
No exotic nor new physics is needed for the bounce nor the turnaround. The model is chaotic in
nature and requires only that the universe is closed and that dark energy (at some time) decays.
The second section contests the claim by Burrage et al. [2,3] that Chameleon gravity is inconsistent
in the early universe, unless constraints on its coupling mechanism are significantly increased. It
is shown that the addition of a Dirac-Borne-Infeld (DBI) correction — a consistent, high energy
modification — to the Chameleon dynamically renders it weakly coupled to matter [4]. This is
done without any fine-tuning and ensures the consistency of the Chameleon at all scales without
infringing upon its crucial feature as a dark energy candidate: its elusive but prominent coupling
to matter.
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1 Introduction
Phase planes are a powerful tool in the numerical analysis of nonlinear systems and their charac-
teristics, which cannot be solved analytically. The portraits are user-friendly, providing a visual
display of solutions to differential equations and hence are useful in determining the behaviour of
physical systems. Since they are applicable to these nonlinear and physical systems, phase planes
prove to be invaluable in a vast array of fields, with the focus of this thesis exploring arguably one
of the most profound: cosmology.
1.1 Cosmology
Cosmology, a serious field of study for only the last century, has rapidly evolved to become a pre-
cision science that unabashedly confronts the biggest questions of life. Seeking to understand the
origins, evolution and large scale structure of the universe, modern cosmology has made tremendous
progress since its beginnings with Albert Einstein in 1917 [5].
Einstein’s theory of general relativity prompted physicists to re-examine theories of the origins
of the universe while advancing technology allowed astronomers to observe very distant objects.
With the initial theory of an expanding universe introduced by Friedmann in 1922 [6], the age-old
belief of a static universe was finally dislodged by the confrontation with Hubble’s discovery of
redshift in 1929 [7]. This corroborated Lemâıtre’s Big Bang theory, proposed in 1927 [8], which to
date remains the prevailing scientific model for the early development of the universe.
In the 1990s, dramatic advances in observational cosmology allowed for precise agreement be-
tween theory and observation, firmly shaping cosmology into a predictive science. This has become
known as the golden age of cosmology; where cosmology before consisted of speculations, it is now a
hard science, with theories developed and tested against precise data. These revolutionary advances
include
• observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) with COBE [9], WMAP [10] and
Planck [11],
• large new galaxy redshift surveys such as 2dfGRS [12] and SDSS [13],
• observations of distant supernovae [14] and gravitational lensing [15].
In revolutionising cosmology with the discoveries and solutions unveiled by these observations, a
whole new plethora of mysteries was revealed, too.
1.2 Problems, solutions and mysteries
1.2.1 The horizon problem
The horizon problem, identified in the late 1960s by Charles Misner [16], points out that different
regions of the sky have not been in contact due to the large distances between them, and yet they
each display the same temperature and physical properties. With information propagation limited
by the speed of light, this causal connection should not be possible.
To illustrate this more clearly, consider looking into the night sky. The distances observed cor-
respond to time in the past due to light taking time to reach us. Observing two galaxies both at 10
billion light years away and in opposite directions, one finds that the time for light (or information)
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to travel from one galaxy to the other is 20 billion years. This is, however, longer than the age of
the universe.
The theory of inflation resolves this issue, with CMB observations confirming its likelihood. The
CMB is an emission of uniform, black body thermal energy from all parts of the sky, left over from
the time of recombination in the early universe. It is observed to be isotropic to 1 part per 100
000, with only very small fluctuations. This means that the very early universe was remarkably
homogeneous before undergoing a period of exponential expansion. The universe was small and in
causal connection, with inflation rapidly increasing its size, while conserving its uniformity at large
distances.
1.2.2 The flatness problem
This fine-tuning problem, first brought up by Robert Dicke in 1969, notes that a very specific
critical value of the matter and energy density is required in order for the universe to be flat. As
the universe evolves with cosmic time, the density moves quickly away from the required critical
density. In fact, the required initial density would have to vary from the critical value by one part
in 1062 or less in order to obtain today’s conditions. That one observes a flat universe despite this
unfathomably small likelihood is commonly explained with inflation, where the density is driven
close enough to the required critical value. There are, however, many gaps in inflationary theory
that still need to be filled. Cosmologists have yet to establish any firm evidence of the inflaton
— the field that drives inflation — and many of the proposed versions of the theory themselves
contain parameters or initial conditions that require a fine-tuning.
1.2.3 The problem of missing mass
One of the greatest cosmological conundrums is that the apparent mass of the universe is signifi-
cantly different from the observed mass. In 1933, Fritz Zwicky applied the virial theorem to the
Coma cluster [17] 1. He estimated its mass based on the motions of the galaxies and compared this
to apparent mass obtained from the brightness and number of galaxies. He found a large discrep-
ancy, giving the first formal inference of the missing mass problem, with a significant portion of the
universe’s matter ‘dark’.
In the 1960s and 1970s, Rubin and Ford used galaxy rotation curves to confirm robustly Zwicky’s
findings [18, 19]. As stars get further from the center of the galaxy, it was found that their veloci-
ties do not decrease according to the usual inverse square rule, but instead remain approximately
constant. This observation suggests either that there is mass in the universe that we cannot detect
or that the standard theory of gravity is lacking.
There have been various proposals to solve this problem of missing mass in the form of dark
matter theories and modified gravity theories. The most popular of the latter, modified Newtonian
dynamics (MOND) [20], does not account for observed properties of galaxy clusters and there is
yet to be a satisfactory cosmological model constructed from the theory. Dark matter, contributing
26.8% to the total energy of the universe, is more universally accepted to be the solution to the
missing mass problem. The strongest candidates for dark matter include weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs) [21,22] and axions [23,24], however evidence for either is yet to be found.
1Cited is the widely read second version. The original, in German, appeared in an obscure journal named
Helvetica physica acta, vol. 6, p. 110.
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1.2.4 The accelerated expansion of the universe
The age-old belief in a static universe has been dislodged by a confrontation with data that re-
veals the universe is not only dynamic and evolving, but is presently accelerating in its expansion.
This was confirmed by the 1998 observation of Type 1a supernovae [14, 25–27], complimented by
independent evidence from the CMB, gravitational lensing and large galaxy redshift surveys. The
expansion is driven by an unobserved energy that accounts for an astounding 68.3% of the energy
of the universe. Dark energy is explained by invoking the use of Einstein’s once disregarded cos-
mological constant, or introduces quintessence or modified gravity theories.
The cosmological constant is the value of the vacuum energy density of space, with a nega-
tive pressure that causes the expansion of the universe to accelerate. Although this is currently
the standard model of cosmology, known as ΛCMD cosmology, it does have a major outstanding
problem. Namely, physicists commonly assume that the quantum vacuum is equivalent to the cos-
mological constant, however quantum theories predict a value that is 100 orders of magnitude too
big. Further, supersymmetric theories require a cosmological constant that is exactly zero. That
there is no natural emergence of this tiny constant from fundamental physics is worrying, and has
given rise to alternative dark energy models.
Quintessence models have a dynamical field whose potential energy causes the observed acceler-
ation of the universe [28,29]. This quintessence has been proposed as a fifth fundamental force and
in contrast to the cosmological constant, changes over time. Also proposed are a wealth of modified
theories of gravity, such as f(R) gravity, scalar-tensor theories, braneworld gravity, Galileon gravity
and more. Despite the resources and vast number of skilled researchers dedicated to finding the
mysterious force behind our universe’s accelerated expansion, the puzzle remains unsolved.
1.2.5 The curvature of the universe
Though the universe is found to be remarkably close to flat, it is infinitesimally likely that it is
exactly flat, and despite our best efforts, the question of whether our universe is spatially open
or closed is yet to be resolved. This distinction holds crucial information about the future of our
universe and could be used to rule out a wide range of cosmological models. That there is not
a greater focus in determining the curvature of the universe is itself a mystery, and this will be
discussed in Section 2.
1.3 Going forward
Although we have come a long way in the past century, it is clear there is still much ground to be
covered. One should not, however, be discouraged. With questions come eventual answers, and the
pursuit thereof brings us ever closer to understanding our universe and mankind’s place within it.
For the ambitious, this also means that there are many Nobel Prizes waiting to be won.
In the sections to follow, it will be shown that phase plane analysis can serve to bring us closer
to solving these mysteries. Two areas of cosmology are considered: cyclic universes (Section 2)
and Chameleon gravity (Section 3). Both problems, though vastly different in nature, utilise phase
planes throughout in order to draw their conclusions. The cyclic cosmology explored is chaotic and
is in keeping with current observations. It emerges naturally in an open universe with a decaying
cosmological constant, and does not invoke any exotic physics for the bounce or turnaround [1].
This picks up on two of the aforementioned problems: that the curvature of the universe it yet to
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be deduced and that the fate of the universe is still unknown. The viability of such a model is
important as it brings us closer to understanding the nature of our universe. Could the universe
be cyclic, or does it simply expand indefinitely?
Section 3 deals with Chameleon gravity (a scalar-tensor theory), and serves to preserve the
Chameleon’s viability as a dark energy model. Recently, doubts were raised regarding the Chameleon’s
consistency prior to Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [2, 3], however it is shown that the addition
of a UV-correction ensures that the Chameleon remains a robust theory without having to place
restrictive constraints on its mechanism [4].
It is important to note that these sections are entirely disjoint, with the analysis tool and the
broader topic of cosmology being their only commonalities. A standard ΛCDM cosmology is used
in Section 2 and modified gravity in Section 3. Section 2 could be recast using a theory of modified
gravity, but one of its main intriguing features is that it is consistent with standard theory.
2 Chaotic Cyclic Cosmology
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Overview
Despite the plethora of available data, questions about the origin of our universe remain unresolved.
Further more, we do not yet understand the nature of our universe, and so questions regarding its
fate are open, too. The possible scenarios are;
1. the universe will expand indefinitely, approaching heat death;
2. it will collapse into a singularity; or
3. it will have cycles in which it expands, collapses, bounces and re-expands.
Dark energy suggests that the first is most likely, however observations have yet to rule out the
last; cyclic universes.
On the largest scales, the universe respects the cosmological principle, with an appearance that
is homogeneous and isotropic. Observations show that the universe is dynamic, having evolved
through different characteristic phases, each dominated by a particular matter type. We also ap-
pear to live in a universe that is remarkably close to flat. As previously mentioned, the best
explanation for this is given by a phase of inflation; the rapid expansion of the very early universe
that lasted at least 60 efolds2 [30–33]. Succeeding this were a radiation-, a matter- and, presently, a
dark energy dominated era. Although a singularity is typically assumed prior to inflation, a variety
of cyclic universes [34–38] have yet to be ruled out. All of these, however, invoke new physics in
order to produce a satisfactory bounce mechanism as well as a model of transition from the current
phase of accelerated expansion to a collapsing phase.
Working together with A. Weltman, G.F.R. Ellis and D. Sloan, we developed a cyclic universe
model that is reasonable from a dynamical systems perspective [1]. This model relies on standard
cosmological assumptions, with only two conditions:
1. The spatial sections must have positive curvature (Ωk = +1).
2An efold is the time interval in which the expanding universe has grown by a factor of e.
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2. The late time effective cosmological constant must decay fast enough as a function of the scale
factor.
Both of these conditions are consistent with current measurements, as can be confirmed with the
following data.
















One should note that these constraints are, however, very model-dependent.
2.1.2 Chronology of the universe
Initially, in accordance with the prevailing standard scientific theory, the chronology of the universe
shall be assumed to be a big bang, followed by inflation [7,8,30–33]. After the singularity and before
inflation, little is known about the universe. The universe was so hot (at temperatures of ∼ 1015K)
that no particles could exist with any sort of stability, and the four fundamental forces are believed
to have existed as a single “unified force”. It may be that a period of radiation preceded inflation.
Though this is not required for successful inflation, this possibility will be included to consider the
effects on the dynamics. During cosmological inflation the universe increased in size by a factor of
at least 1027 [30–33]. After inflation, the universe returned to radiation dominance until it cooled
to a point that allowed the forces to undergo symmetry breaking, eventually causing the separation
of the strong force from the electroweak force. This meant that the first stable particles could fi-
nally exist in a quark-gluon plasma. The universe continued to cool until the four forces took their
present forms, and the spectacular range of particles we know today could become possible. This
led to the universe, at last, being matter dominated, with the densities of non-relativistic matter
and radiation equal. Recombination then took place, with the emergence of the first neutral atoms.
By the end of recombination, most of the protons were bound in these neutral atoms, allowing for
previously scattered photons to escape freely into space, making the universe transparent. This
is known as decoupling, with these photons still detectable today in the cosmic microwave back-
ground. This CMB was detected in 1965 by Penzias and Wilson — a landmark test of the Big Bang
model [41]. With the fundamental particles and forces in place, the universe continued to expand,
giving rise through cosmic evolution to the first stable large-scale structures, such as stars, quasars
and galaxies. As for the future of our universe, there are several different theories.
Stars will eventually die, and fewer will be born to replace them. This will lead to a darkening
universe, and the eventual end of the Stelliferous Era. After this, there are a number of possible
outcomes. Initially, before the discovery of the accelerating expansion of the universe, there were
two main competing models to describe the fate of the universe; the “big crunch” and the “big
freeze” (or heat death). The big crunch assumes that the overall density of the universe is large
enough such that it will eventually cease to expand and instead begin to contract. This symmetric
theory then sees the collapse of space-time into a singularity. Heat death, on the other hand, holds
the view that the universe will continue to expand and gradually approach absolute zero temper-
ature. Eventually, in a state of maximum entropy, the universe will no longer be able to sustain
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life, leaving the universe to disintegrate into empty space and weak radiation, infinitesimally close
to absolute zero temperature.
In order to decide the most likely model, astronomers in the early 1990’s calculated the total
mass density of the universe. The low density detected lead them to believe that heat death is
the most likely scenario. It was not long after however, with the initial discovery in 1998, that the
universe was found to be expanding at an accelerating rate [42–44]. The observations of the Type
Ia supernovae confirm this, with the widely accepted belief that dark energy is accountable [27].
With dark energy, heat death is confirmed as being the likely fate of our universe, with the universe
expanding at an ever increasing rate and all matter and radiation fading away.
However, all is not lost! There exists an alternative to the ever-expanding universe theory; a
cyclic universe, which undergoes successive cycles of expansion and collapse. Such models have
been widely explored in the past century (see for example [34–37, 45–54]). In many ways these
models are more satisfactory. The current theory that our universe, in its spectacular beauty and
mystery, dies not with a bang but with a whimper, leaves one wanting. Further, a universe that
perhaps has always been and always will be is arguably more intuitive than one that explodes out
of nothingness and continues to expand indefinitely into the unknown.
2.1.3 Modelling the chronology of the universe
The chronology described above can be divided into five epochs, each defined by its dominant matter
type; radiation, inflation, radiation, matter and dark energy. This is modelled following the phase
plane technique of Madsen and Ellis [55], with the addition of a cosmological constant Λ dominated
phase. The case for which the cosmological constant is decaying is also explored. Current literature
no longer includes a radiation dominated era prior to inflation, however, in keeping with Madsen
and Ellis [55], this phase will initially be included it allows for a simple representation of emergent
universe models [56–58].
2.2 Phase plane equations
Assuming an FLRW universe described by a scale factor a, Hubble parameter H ≡ ȧ/a, and the
energy-momentum tensor for a perfect fluid, Tµν =diag(ρ,−p,−p,−p), the Friedmann, Raychaud-












ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0. (2.6)
Here ρ is the total energy density and p is the total pressure. The curvature, K = k/a2, is set
by the value of the constant k, i.e. k > 0 for a closed universe, k = 0 for a flat universe and k < 0
for an open universe. The derivation of these equations from Einstein’s field equations are in A.1.
Defining the equation of state w ≡ −p/ρ, one should note that it varies with epoch. Since
the scale factor a(t) determines conditions at a time t, the equation of state is written w = w(a).
Initially, each epoch will be treated as having a constant equation of state as determined by the





Inserting this into equation 2.4, one arrives at
K = H2(Ω− 1). (2.8)




ΩK = Ω− 1. (2.9)
By examining the above equation one can see that ΩK < 0 if Ω < 1, ΩK = 0 if Ω = 1 and
ΩK > 0 if Ω > 1; the cases for negative, flat, and positive spatial curvature respectively. If the
spatial sections have their simply connected natural topology, these are also the cases of open, flat,
and closed universes respectively.
Using the conservation equation (B.15) and Raychaudhuri equation (2.5), one finds the deriva-
tive of the density parameter Ω to be given by
Ω̇ = −HΩ(1− Ω)(1 + 3w). (2.10)
This, together with ȧ = Ha from the definition of Hubble’s parameter, forms the system of differ-
ential equations for the phase planes.
Note that for any equation of state Ω = 0 (an empty model) and Ω = 1 (flat spatial sections)
are solutions with constant Ω. Also w = −1/3 and H = 0 imply that Ω is constant, whatever its
value.
2.3 Phase planes for epochs with a constant equation of state
In order to create the phase planes, it is assumed that the equation of state is constant in each
epoch, each of which is defined by initial and final values of the Robertson-Walker scale factor. The
epochs each correspond to when the universe was dominated by a particular simple, one-component
field, as previously discussed.
2.3.1 Standard matter case: w > −1/3
Standard matter has w ≥ 0, but the phase diagram stays the same provided w > −1/3. Important
examples are w = 0 and w = 1/3 for pressure-free matter (dust) and pure radiation, respectively.
In Figure 1a one can see that Ω = 1 is always an unstable asymptote; the curves cannot cross this
line. For Ω > 1 the curves increase monotonically, diverging to infinity for finite values of a (where
a maximum occurs as H → 0). For Ω < 1, the curves decrease monotonically towards Ω = 0 as
a→∞.
2.3.2 Inflationary case: −1 ≤ w < −1/3
Inflation requires a phase of accelerated expansion with an equation of state with negative pressure
such that w < −1/3 and physical plausibility requires w ≥ −1. In order to agree with observations
of the spectral index, one requires an equation of state w ≈ −1 [59]. In Figure 1b, all curves
monotonically tend to the stable asymptote Ω = 1, so they tend to spatial flatness. They cannot
cross this line, as illustrated in 1b, hence should the universe have been open prior to inflation
(k = −1⇔ Ω < 1, see equation 2.8), the universe will always remain open.
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(a) w = 0 (b) w = −1
Figure 1: Phase planes for dust w = 0 and slow roll inflation w = −1, respectively
2.4 A Cosmological Constant
Next the current late time phase of accelerated expansion of the universe is examined. This is
usually attributed to dark energy [42–44].
2.4.1 The phase plane equations with dark energy
Dark energy theories include a simple cosmological constant or some evolving field; see for exam-
ple [29, 60–64]. With a cosmological constant Λ, the Friedmann, Raychaudhuri and conservation
















ρ̇ = −3Hρ(1 + w)− Λ̇
κ
. (2.13)
One can represent a cosmological constant either as a fluid with density ρ and pressure p = −ρ,













Inserting this into 2.11, one again obtains
K = H2(Ω− 1) (2.16)
and hence
ΩK = Ω− 1. (2.17)
The modified equation 2.10 for Ω̇ is therefore
Ω̇ = −H (Ω− ΩΛ) (1− Ω)
(




For the rest of this section the case of a cosmological constant (Λ̇ = 0) is considered and in the
next section, the case of dynamical dark energy (Λ̇ 6= 0) is considered.
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2.4.2 A pure cosmological constant: Ω = ΩΛ
First considered is the simplest case, where the acceleration is driven by the cosmological constant,
Λ. For a pure cosmological constant dominated epoch, ρ = 0 and Λ̇ = 0 in the above equations.
This yields Figure 2a. For all values of Ω the universe expands, with the ultimate fate corresponding
to a de Sitter exponentially expanding end state. The spatial curvature is positive for Ω > 1 and
negative for Ω < 1.
2.4.3 Matter plus a cosmological constant: Ω = Ωm + ΩΛ
Given current observations, it is perhaps more pertinent to consider a universe made up of both
matter and dark energy. Solving 2.18 for the case of a cosmological constant (Λ̇ = 0) and pressure-
free matter (w = 0), the results are presented in Figure 2b, with matter causing the density to
initially increase for Ω > 1, but the curve Ω = 1 is still the final asymptote.
(a) Ω = ΩΛ (b) Ω = Ωm + ΩΛ
Figure 2: Phase planes for pure cosmological constant, and for matter and a cosmological constant,
respectively.
2.5 All the phases
Putting together the phase portraits for each epoch, a phase plane is created for the entire history
of the universe and the current late time with a cosmological constant. This then predicts the
future of our universe.
2.5.1 A true cosmological constant
Five phases are represented, each with suitable matter choices, namely;
1. A radiation dominated phase before inflation starts;
2. The inflationary epoch;
3. A radiation dominated Hot Big Bang epoch;
4. A matter dominated epoch;
5. A late time cosmological constant dominated epoch.
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They are joined together by suitable junction conditions to give the whole diagram in Figure 3,
which updates the image as found in Madsen and Ellis [55] to include a cosmological constant. Note
that the scale for a is non-linear, and hence the apparent duration of each epoch is not to scale.
Figure 3: Time symmetric phase plane with a true cosmological constant
A time-symmetry between the collapsing and expanding phases is assumed, as in Madsen and
Ellis [55]. It is thus of interest to transform the infinities of Ω (created because H = 0 at a point of
maximum expansion, explained below) to finite values, using the variable change ω =arctan(log(Ω)).
This creates a time-symmetric phase plane for states of expansion and collapse, joined at the bound-
ary Ω =∞ as shown in Figure 3. The top half of the diagram shows collapsing universes, and the
bottom half, expanding universes. There are two saddle points (Einstein static universes E1 and
E2) and a centre F1. The direction of flow means that, except for the separatrix that ends up at
E2, for Ω > 1, a universe in the matter dominated epoch makes a transition from an expanding
universe to a contracting one if it reaches Ω =∞. This occurs when the Hubble parameter is zero
(ȧ = 0) and so the density parameter Ω is infinite (this is therefore just a coordinate singularity
because of the representation (2.7)). If it does not reach Ω =∞, it expands forever with Ω asymp-
toting to unity, as do all models with Ω < 1. The line Ω = 1 is an attractor during the cosmological
constant dominated epoch, as it was during inflation.
The source on the left-hand side is an initial radiative Einstein-de Sitter universe, and the sink
on the right-hand side is a final de Sitter universe. This diagram shows the symmetry of some
closed matter dominated universes that cycle (expand, reach a maximum, and then collapse), how-
ever these do not correspond to the observable universe, plainly because their observed history does
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not correspond with our own. There are three fixed points: two Einstein static universes E1 and
E2, which are solutions of the field equations, and the centre F1, which is not. The fixed point F1
is due to the change of equation of state between matter dominated and a cosmological constant,
and has closed cycles around it. The red solution beginning at the Einstein static universe E1
corresponds to the emergent universe scenario [56–58], where the universe starts off asymptotically
as an Einstein static universe, passes through a phase like that we observe today, and ultimately
tends towards a flat universe, expanding forever due to the ultimate dominance of the cosmological
constant. These can correspond to the universe today.
One should note that there are models that exist for any measured ΩTotal at the present day.
The red bar represents our current point in the evolution of the universe, according to present
observations. It includes an emergent universe but no cyclic models. Those cyclic models that
occur do not have a late time cosmological constant dominated era.
2.5.2 Phase planes with a decaying cosmological constant
So far a relatively standard picture has been explored. Now a dynamical dark energy in the form
of a decaying cosmological constant is considered. Again Ω = Ωm + ΩΛ is used to represent matter
plus an effective cosmological constant. The dynamic cosmological constant decays away as
Λ(a) = Λ0e
−Ba, (2.19)
where a is the scale factor and B is a constant.
Figure 4: Phase plane for Ω = Ωm + ΩΛ with Λ decaying





For sufficiently small choices of B the equation of state is w = −1 to start and evolves to w = 0 as
Λ decays. Matter begins to dominate at a = 3/B. Beyond a = 6/B the effective equation of state
would have w > 1, and such a model would be invalid. The phase diagram is shown in Figure 4.
The curves diverge away from Ω = 1.
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2.5.3 Time symmetric universe with decaying cosmological constant
The method used in Section (2.5) is repeated, but with a decaying Λ of the form (2.19) at late
times. Again a time symmetric portrait is created (Figure 5). Here it is assumed that the universe is
inflationary from the start, and so this time a pre-inflation radiation dominated epoch is excluded.
The results become quite interesting.
Figure 5: Time symmetric phase plane with a decaying cosmological constant
In the cosmological constant dominated era at late times, Λ drives open and closed universes
towards a flat universe, as usually expected. However, after some point the cosmological constant
has decayed away sufficiently that matter dominates again. This causes models with positive spatial
curvature (Ω > 1) to slow down and then recollapse. The density parameter Ω of those models
increases and diverges when H = 0 for finite values of the scale factor, and this leads to the emer-
gence of cyclic universes. A closed universe will cycle through phases of expansion and collapse,
and an open universe will expand forever, tending towards an empty universe. Again one should
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note that there are models that exist for any measured ΩTotal > 0 at the present day.
The fixed points are indicated by red-circled black dots: two centres F1, F2, and an Einstein
static universe E2. The fixed points F1 and F2 have closed cycles around them, while the Einstein
static universe E2 is a saddle point. The radii of curvature for the Einstein static universes in








Using estimates for the inflationary potential energy and the current value of the cosmological con-
stant of Λinf ≈ 1014GeV and ΛDE ≈ 10−12GeV , the radii of curvature are RE1 ≈ 10−7GeV and
RE2 ≈ 106GeV . Thus if this model were modified to include a radiation dominated first stage, the
first Einstein static universe (the source in the emergent universe scenario) would be much smaller
than the second one (the static universe corresponding to the current value of dark matter).
The cyclic universes around F1 and F2 are not viable universe models, as they exclude the
formative phases of the universe, such as inflation, reheating and recombination. However, the red
curve shows a cyclic universe that exhibits a history like that of our universe after its collapse phase
and bounce at Ω =∞. This illustrates the possible cyclic nature of our universe with the red bar
representing our current position in its evolution. Although there is a cyclic model for every value
of Ω0 := Ω(t0) > 1 in Figure 5, where t0 is the present time, only those satisfying 2.1 and 2.2 will
be compatible with current observations.
2.5.4 Time asymmetric universe with decaying cosmological constant
Previously it has been assumed that there is symmetry between the phases of expansion and col-
lapse, but this is physically unrealistic, with progressive cycles in fact differing from each other.
This was first indicated in the work of Tolman [45]. He introduced the presence of a viscous fluid
in an attempt to describe a cyclic universe, finding that each successive cyclic phase will have
progressively shorter periods and larger amplitudes because of entropy increase [45]. Barrow and
Dabrowski [65] found an end to Tolman’s growing cycles when introducing Λ > 0, and for any
ρ + 3p < 0. Rees [66] then showed that astrophysical considerations would make the collapse
phases differ from expansion phases, creating asymmetry. It has since been found that cosmolog-
ical hysteresis — an asymmetry in the equation of state during expansion and collapse — causes
an increase in amplitude of successive expansion cycles [54]. This applies to time-symmetric and
non-dissipative governing equations, as has been used here, showing that this system can possess
an arrow of time [53].
The following section focuses on the fact that the inflationary dynamics will not be time sym-
metric between the expansion and collapse phases because of the nature of inflationary dynamics.
2.6 Inflationary dynamics
The inflationary expansion phase is assumed to be that of a slow-roll field, as usual. The collapsing
phase of inflation, however, needs further examination. One can ask, ‘can this phase of inflation
also be slow rolling?’ and if so, ‘will it remain reasonably spatially homogeneous so that one can




The Klein-Gordon equation for a spatially homogeneous field in a FLRW universe is
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇ = −V ′(φ). (2.22)
The energy density is given
ρ = φ̇2/2 + V (φ) (2.23)
and the pressure
p = φ̇2/2− V (φ), (2.24)






φ̇2/2 + V (φ)
. (2.25)
Consider two different simple cases for the collapsing phase in the k = +1 models.
2.6.1.1 Flat potential





φ̈ = −3 ȧ
a
φ̇⇔ d log φ̇
dt




log(φ̇/φ̇0) = −3(log(a/a0))⇒ φ̇/φ̇0 = (a/a0)−3, (2.28)
and hence as a → 0, φ̇ → ∞ and the solution becomes velocity dominated. It is represented by
having the phase plane as before, except the collapsing inflaton dominated phase now (from 2.25)
has equation of state w = 1. A singularity occurs. The solution is time asymmetric with no cyclic
models except those around F2, which cannot represent the observed universe (Figure 6). All the
observationally viable k = +1 models that reach a maximum and start contracting, collapse into a
final singularity where Ω→ 1 at a finite time in the future.
2.6.1.2 Quadratic potential






φ̈ = −3 ȧ
a
φ̇−m2φ. (2.30)
This gives a potential dominated solution, and hence equation of state w = −1 (from 2.25); a
symmetric collapsing phase of inflation, leading to cyclic models.
The nature of inflation is highly sensitive to both the potential and the initial conditions. Due to
the time reversal invariance of the underlying physics of the model, the set of collapsing cosmologies
can be described as the reversal of the corresponding set of expanding solutions. This means that
there are solutions that exhibit all possible realisations of w between −1 and 1 over the course
of collapse. There are solutions which will exhibit strong potential domination, strong velocity
domination and all cases in-between during collapse. Particularly, there will be solutions which
have w < −1/3 at the point where 8πGρ3 =
1
a2
and these will undergo a bounce.
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Figure 6: Phase plane with p = ρ in collapse phase.
2.7 Chaotic cyclic cosmology
In the universe there exist small fluctuations about the Robertson-Walker geometry, however they
are small enough that one can use this geometry in the model. One wishes to find whether the
universe will remain reasonably spatially homogeneous during the collapse phase, so that one can
continue to use a Robertson-Walker geometry.
2.7.1 Inhomogeneity growth
The growth of perturbations and matching perturbations at each cycle is a potentially problematic
physical issue, as they may grow during the collapse phase, destroying the Robertson-Walker like
state of the universe [49]. Thankfully this is not necessarily the case when one takes the inflationary
equation of state into account.
In order to investigate the perturbation growth, one can use the linearised growth equation (38
in [67]) on the Friedmann equation with w = p/ρ = const and Λ = 0. This 3+1 gauge invariant
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and covariant formalism [67,68] centres on the comoving fractional spatial density gradient, defined
as
Da := hbaρ,b/ρ (2.31)
for an observer with 4-velocity ua (uau
a = −1), where hab := gab + uaub projects orthogonal to
ua [69, 70]. The result when used on the Friedmann equation is
D̈a = −(2− 3w)H Ḋa +
(








The signs of the terms on the right hand side of this equation depend on the equation of state
as in Table 1.
Source Term 1 Term 2 Term 3
matter (p = 0, w = 0) −2H 1
2
κρ 0






velocity dominated (p = ρ, w = 1) +H 0 n
2
a2
potential dominated (p = −ρ, w = −1) −H -2κρ −n2
a2
Table 1: The terms in equation 2.32 for a variety of matter types. One can see that the first term
retards structure growth during expansion (H > 0), acting as a friction force, but speeds it up during
contraction (H < 0). However, the second term generates structure for ordinary matter and radiation,
but causes oscillations for a cosmological constant, as does the third term.
During an inflationary collapse phase (H < 0), the first term soon dominates and is positive, and
can make perturbations grow very fast, destroying the spatial homogeneity of the model. This is
the inhomogeneity catastrophe envisaged by Penrose that may occur when collapse takes place [52].
Whether this occurs or not depends on the initial conditions, and thus they require careful consid-
eration.
Note that there are related calculations on perturbation growth in some other cyclic models,
e.g. [34–37], but they do not necessarily apply to this model, as here one has a singularity-free
bounce, which is in contrast to the other models studied.
2.7.2 Chaotic cyclic models
Given the previous sections, one can plausibly claim that what occurs is equivalent to Linde’s
chaotic inflation [71–73], except now occurring during the collapse phase. During this phase, ȧ < 0,
the fluctuations of the inflaton would result in some regions existing with φ̇0 > 0 after the inflaton
turns on, while in others φ̇0 < 0. Considering this together with the cases explored in the previous
section, one has:
• Case I In some regions, one will get a velocity dominated collapse to a singularity, locally, as
in Figure 6.
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• Case II In some regions with φ̇0 > 0 one may get slow rolling and a potential dominated
collapse phase;
• Case IIA In some of those cases inhomogeneity will build up, and the Robertson-Walker
geometry will no longer apply; then the collapse phase will end up in many black holes;
• Case IIB In the other regions, one will get a potential dominated collapse to a minimum,
followed by a bounce, locally, as in Figure 5.
The result is an inhomogeneous situation that consists of piecewise- singularities and bounces,
leading to a chaotic inflation type scenario. Each cycle collapses into a mixture of singularities
and bounces, and this can continue for many bounces. Although many regions of the universe
will expand to a maximum before recollapsing into a singularity, some will collapse to a minimum
and re-expand. Due to the nature of inflation, the latter regions will dominate the volume of the
universe.
2.7.3 Quantum effects
In the standard case of chaotic inflation, quantum fluctuations can move up or down the potential.
Assuming this holds in the case of collapsing inflation, the chaotic cyclic picture presented above
is supported and even reinforced; some regions will get an even longer slow roll and others will get
a stronger velocity dominated phase. The fluctuations, typically on the order of the Hubble scale,
may alter a velocity dominated collapse into a potential dominated one and vice versa, however
this will not change the overall picture, qualitatively.
2.8 Compatibility with current data and physical viability
The main interest of this model lies in its compatibility with current data, and thus this is expanded
upon below. The physical viability of such a model is also explored.
2.8.1 Curvature
An absolute requirement for the viability of this model is that of positive curvature, Ωk > 0. Should
the curvature be found to be negative, this model would be ruled out, however with our universe
so incredibly close to flat, it may be a long while before either case can be confirmed. The best
constraints on the curvature will come from combining the radial and angular diameter distances
measured in the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) experiments [74]. There exist a number of future
experiments planning to measure baryon acoustic oscillations, such as the Square Kilometer Array
(SKA) project [75], the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) [76], and the
Hydrogen Intensity and Real-time Analysis eXperiment (HIRAX) [77].
Cosmic invariance limits dark energy independent experiments at the σ(ΩK) ' 10−3 level; for
example the forecasts of [74] predict an accuracy of the geometrical determination of the curvature
to be a relatively large σ(ΩK) ∼ 0.006. This cosmic invariance is the unfortunate result of being
able to observe only part of the universe at a particular time, making it difficult to infer measure-
ments for the entire universe. BAO measurements could improve upon this constraint by an order
of magnitude when assuming a model of dark energy. Thus, for both ΛCDM and for a simple model
of dark energy, parameterised by the two equation of state parameters by w(a) = w0 + wa(1− a),
one expects constraints to improve to the order of a few ×10−4.
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Although one is limited in determining the curvature of the universe, one may yet confirm a
closed universe, a result that would prove to be very interesting and have impacts not only on this
work, but on all early universe theories.
2.8.2 Dark energy decay
Another condition for the cyclic model is that dark energy, at some point, decays. Considering it
as a non-interacting perfect fluid, the energy conservation is
dρΛ
dt
= −3(ρΛ + pΛ)H = −3ρΛ(1 + w)H (2.33)
and so dark energy will decrease in the future provided that w > −1, a condition met by current
constraints (2.3). Further, it is possible that dark energy may indeed be increasing now, but in the
future will begin to decay. This is supported if dark energy is modelled by an effective scalar field,
and so a potential exists for almost any given behaviour [78].
Another stipulation is that dark energy not only decrease, but decay fast enough such that
baryonic matter ρb begins to dominate over the dark energy ρλ at some time in the future. Proposed
here is an exponential decay, however any decay in which ρΛ decays faster than 1/a
3 will also suffice.
Limits can be placed on the parameters in the decay of dark energy used in this model (2.19), using
its derivative and current constraints on the equation of state (2.3) to obtain B = −0.18+0.255−0.273.
Considering the upper limit, matter will dominate over dark energy at a ≈ 48. Note that the
bounds, of course, also allow for B = 0 — a non-decaying constant.
2.8.3 Inflationary constraints
As previously discussed, one requires conditions for the inflaton to be potential dominated in order
for a bounce to occur, and hence one requires a quadratic (or higher order) potential to fit the
inflationary constraints of Planck, WMAP, BICEP, and other projects3. The strong bounds from
the joint BICEP-KECK array of observations of the CMB [79] exclude the dynamics of a scalar
field inflaton, but are in keeping with quartic potential fields or multi-field inflation [80,81], either
of which can lead to a bounce as they allow for w < −1/3.
2.8.4 Singularity theorems
There also exists an important condition that one must evade, courtesy of Guth et al. Their theorem
states that the universe must have been singular [82], however this is based upon two restrictive
assumptions: either that there is only expansion, or that the average expansion is positive Hav > 0.
This model forgoes both axioms with a universe that undergoes time symmetric phases of expansion
and collapse, giving an average expansion of Hav = 0, and therefore Guth’s theorem need not apply.
2.8.5 Bounces
The bounce, of course, plays an integral role in cyclic models. As can be seen in [1], an inflation
induced bounce is possible, and does not evoke any new physics. This is the proposed bounce for
this model. Many other (more exotic) approaches also exist, for example Loop Quantum Cosmology
(LQC) [38, 83], models of ekpyrosis [34] and the introduction of exotic matter, such as ghosts and
phantoms.
3Quadratic potentials are somewhat disfavoured compared to higher order potentials, however this does not present any
problems for the model as higher potentials can also lead to a bounce. A quadratic potential was chosen for convenience.
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2.8.6 Decaying Λ
The most natural way to achieve a decaying cosmological constant is to introduce an arbitrarily
small constant to the scalar field potential used for the inflaton to give the correct value for Λ.
This field can then be coupled to any other matter in the system [84]. By introducing a coupling
term between different fluids, one can alter their dynamics. Adding a transfer term to the evolution
equations of coupled fluids, one obtains




where γij is antisymmetric and models energy flow between fluids
4. One can introduce a transfer
term between the cosmological constant and dust such that the energy for Λ fade away into the dust
field. Similarly, one could have the scalar field coupled to dust, and by introducing a γΛd (a function
of H) have this occur only at late times. One can also model the energy to flow from the inflaton
and into radiation. This can be done particularly neatly by having γij contain a δ(w1−w2), causing
the inflaton to dump energy into radiation and dust etc as it descends on its potential. Considering
the collapsing phase then, this creates a nice mechanism for returning energy to the inflaton from
the radiation phase.
It should perhaps also be noted that with further investigation one may find that the the cosmo-
logical constant may in fact turn out to be a relic of early data surrounding Type Ia supernovae [85].
Should this be the case, cyclic models as envisioned here could exist without the need of a decay
mechanism for the cosmological constant.
There are many interesting questions that remain in cyclic cosmology, such as entropy and per-
turbation growth, and the physics of the reheating process, and these are left for future exploration.
2.9 Discussion
The use of phase planes to model Friedmann’s equations (although not encompassing the subtleties
of the physics) provides a wonderfully visual means to explore cyclic models. The history of the uni-
verse is modelled using the cosmological density parameter Ω with respect to the rate of expansion
a, while different values of w represent different epochs through which the universe has evolved. The
phase plane analysis of [55] was updated to include the dark energy dominated epoch, considering
two cases: a true and a decaying cosmological constant. In the former case the universe is found
to expand forever, tending towards a flat universe. In the latter case, open universes expand for-
ever, tending towards an empty universe, and closed universes become cyclic. This cyclic model is
chaotic, with some regions re-collapsing into black holes and others bouncing before re-expanding.
Note again that with a decaying cosmological constant and positive spatial curvature, no special
mechanisms are needed to invoke a cosmic turnaround. Further, no new physics is needed at the
bounce and the model is in keeping with current observations.




In 2011, the Nobel Prize for physics was awarded jointly to Schmidt and Riess for observing the
dimming of distant supernovae, implying that the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate. It
is a well known conundrum that this phase of acceleration is not accounted for by the observed
mass-energy of the universe. In fact, all data to date suggest that a new component of mass com-
posing of 70% of the total energy budget of the universe is required to drive this expansion. The
fact that we barely understand such a significant portion of our universe is astounding. Further
more, we are so confident in our observations that despite our lack of understanding we have already
awarded a Nobel Prize for this observation. Clearly there is a large gap we still need to fill, and to
do this, we need to find a compelling candidate to explain this observation. In order to be sure that
what we believe to be a cosmological effect is indeed coherent with our understanding of physics at
all scales, this candidate should emerge from a theoretical framework that is built on fundamental
physics, and ideally should be testable in complementary ways. A compelling candidate fulfilling
these requirements comes in the form of Chameleon gravity, a scalar-tensor theory of gravity, as
proposed in 2003 by Khoury and Weltman [61].
Chameleon theory considers the existence of a particle that couples conformally to matter. This
scalar field φ, the Chameleon, has an effective potential that is the sum of its self-interaction term
and an exponential term from the coupling. In order to be coherent with the confirmed predictions
of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), one requires this potential to be a minimum. This minimum
depends on the local matter density, and so as a result the scalar field increases in mass with the
local matter density.
In some cases one is required to consider the thermodynamic effects of the universe quite care-
fully in order to achieve this minimum. An example of such a case occurs when the field starts
with a very large field value. In the radiation dominated phase of the early universe there is no
force from matter to escort the effective potential to its required minimum. This result is, how-
ever, naive. As the universe expands, different matter species will briefly jump out of equilibrium
with the background and so will contribute for a short while to the trace of the energy momentum
tensor. This creates a restoring force on the Chameleon, known as a ‘kick’. This process, until
recently, was believed to be well-understood and explained by the Chameleon framework. It was
however shown by Burrage et al. that some subtleties arise when the problem is considered in the
Jordan frame [2, 3]. They found that in this frame and at a fixed temperature, the kicks push the
field towards its potential minimum with a large velocity. This so-called ‘surfing solution’ leads
to rapid variations in the scalar’s mass and excitation of high energy-modes. These highly ener-
getic quantum fluctuations invalidate any classical treatment of the Chameleon, suggesting that the
Chameleon model cannot remain consistent in the very early universe unless the field is sufficiently
weakly coupled to matter. This claim is explored and as a proposed solution, a DBI correction is
added.




With the accelerated expansion of the universe, the need arises for a prominent cosmological con-
stant Λ or some other dark energy candidate, one of which is the Chameleon.
The Chameleon is a scalar field that couples to matter, giving the scalar field a mass depending
on the local density of the matter. High density regions in the universe mean a large field mass,
whereas low density regions result in a small field mass. If a field is strongly coupled to matter,
one expects to be able to see it as a ‘fifth force’, however no such evidence has yet been found.
In terrestrial experiments, the large mass of the Chameleon suppresses its interactions with mass,
making it hard to detect. Further, in observations of the Solar System, the action of the field
is suppressed by a thin-shell mechanism. The aptly named Chameleon therefore cleverly evades
detection, however there are numerous experiments designed to find it [86–88].
3.2.1.1 The action











(∂φ)2 − V (φ)
]
+ Sm[g̃µν , ψ], (3.1)
where g̃µν =exp(2βφ/MPl)gµν and β is a dimensionless coupling constant. As a reference for scale,
when β ∼ O(1) the Chameleon couples to matter with gravitational strength.
3.2.1.2 Equation of motion
The equation of motion for the Chameleon is given by








More simply, one writes
∇2φ = Veff,φ(φ), (3.3)
with the effective potential;





3.2.1.3 The potential and effective potential
One can see in 3.4 that the potential for the Chameleon consists of one part related to the field and
another related to the density of the matter the Chameleon is coupled with. The bare potential V (φ)
is chosen such that it can give rise to the cosmic acceleration today via the slow-roll mechanism,
therefore requiring:
• limφ⇒0V (φ) =∞,
• V (φ) is C∞, bounded below and strictly decreasing,
• V,φ(φ) is strictly negative and increasing,
• V,φφ(φ) is strictly positive and decreasing.
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Figure 7: Figure 1 of [89]. V (φ) = φ−1 (decreasing dotted line) and ρ = 1 and ρ = 3 in the first and
second plot respectively. The effective potential in each case is shown by the solid line.
Plotting the constitutive parts of the effective potential provides a clear visual of the way in
which the local matter density changes the effective potential of the Chameleon, as seen in Figure 7.





and the exponential potential;





3.2.2 Dirac-Borne-Infeld (DBI) modification
A DBI modification is a UV correction for high energy physics. Since the temperatures in the very
early universe were incredibly high, it is important that one recasts the Chameleon in this high
energy regime, and prove that a consistent UV modification of the Chameleon action stabilises the
field in the presence of the kicks.
At high energies, the DBI correction dynamically renormalises the coupling strength of the
Chameleon such that it is weakly coupled to matter fields, and so suppresses the surfing behaviour.
At low energies, such as in the late universe, the original Chameleon is recovered. This preserves
the viability of the Chameleon on all scales without the need to constrain its coupling strength in
general.
The DBI modification is in the form of derivative self interactions that cause the velocity term
of the scalar fluctuations to pick up a factor Z to become −12Z(∂δφ)
2. Canonically normalising
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the scalar fluctuation, it couples to the trace of the energy momentum tensor with a strength
β/
√
ZMPl. Therefore, when derivative interactions dominate over the canonical kinetic term, the
Z factor becomes large and the coupling to matter becomes weak.
















+ Sm[g̃µν , ψ], (3.7)
where Λ is the DBI correction. Expanding the action to the leading order with (∂φ)2  Λ4 in the
low energy limit, one recovers the original Chameleon action.







The larger the value of γ, the weaker the effective coupling. A weak coupling of the Chameleon to
matter suppresses the excursions generated by the kick.
A DBI modification is shown in the following sections, through dynamical systems analysis and
numerical simulations, to nullify the surfing behaviour of the Chameleon for sufficiently small Λ
values, relative to the energy scale of the kick.
3.3 Surfing Chameleon
3.3.1 Obtaining the surfing solution
It is important to note that the kick Σ is the same when modelled in the Jordan-frame temperature
and in the Einstein-frame temperature. This can be seen by looking at the expression for the kick





where ρ and p the energy density and pressure of the radiation field, and noting that ρ∗ = e
4βφ/MPl ρ̃
and p∗ = e
4βφ/MPl p̃ [2, 3].













An Ansatz for the surfing solution is given by




Here pS is the time at which the surfing behaviour begins and the field at this time has a value







where λ is a constant.





This implies that the Jordan frame temperature is constant while on the surfing solution.





while on the surfer.
3.3.2 Dynamical systems analysis
To begin, the standard Chameleon is analysed using dynamical systems to complement the results
of [2, 3]. This corresponds to the limit Λ→∞ to decouple the DBI derivative interactions.
The equations of motion for the Chameleon in flat FLRW cosmology (as derived in B.1) are
3M2PlH





= −pφ − p; (3.16b)
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+ V ′(φ) = − β
MPl
ρΣ; (3.16c)
where H = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter, ρ and p the energy density and pressure of matter, and
ρφ =
φ̇2
2 + V, pφ =
φ̇2
2 − V , the energy density and pressure associated with the scalar field. As
in [2,3], one denotes Σ = (ρ− 3p)/ρ, so that for a perfect fluid with equation of state w = p/ρ, one
has Σ = 1−3w. Also as in [2,3], since the matter fields are the dominant source of the Chameleon’s
dynamics in the early universe, V (φ) is neglected.
Using 3.16a to eliminate ρ from the equations and using the fact that pφ = ρφ =
φ̇2
2 when the
potential is neglected, one is left with
M2PlH
2(4− Σ) + 2M2PlḢ +
(2 + Σ)
3










For the analysis to follow, one can think of the surfer as a fixed line in an autonomous dynamical
system with variables;






z = βφ̇+MPlH. (3.21)
x is defined such that ẋ = 0 represents a constant Jordan frame temperature TJ ∝ e−βφ/MPl/a, the
characteristic property of the surfer [2, 3]. y is standard for fixed point analysis in cosmology and
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gives the ratio between the energy density of φ and the critical density.
Recasting the Chameleon’s system of equations in these variables;

















(Σ− 4− y(Σ + 2))
]
; (3.23)










∂y , Hz =
∂H

















0, and one takes the lower root in 3.26. For y 6= 1/6β2, the fixed points of this system have z = 0,
with x and y arbitrary constants. This corresponds to an empty universe in which fixed points
always have H = 0. Conversely, when y = 1/6β2, fixed points have z = 0 with x an arbitrary
constant and no constraint on H.
The surfer is given by the latterly described line of fixed points at the critical value of Σ. These
points have constant Jordan frame temperature ẋ = 0 and can exist at any H, provided Σ passes
through 2/(6β2 − 1).
Equations 3.22-3.25 are solved numerically for an array of initial conditions, with the trajec-
tories of these solutions in the (H, z) plane plotted in Figure 8. When one has Σ = 2/(6β2 − 1),
simulations confirm that for a large range of initial conditions the solutions are attracted to the
surfing solution at z = 0.
For the interested reader, the action of the Chameleon is perturbed in B.2 and the Chameleon
is found to be stable.
3.4 DBI correction
In this section it demonstrated how the DBI-Chameleon model eliminates the surfing behaviour for
a natural choice of the scale of modification Λ. The analysis consists of idealised dynamical systems
and numerical simulations.
3.4.1 Dynamical system analysis




, where X = −(∂φ)2/2, the following DBI modified field
equations become
3M2PlH





= −pφ − p; (3.28)
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(P,X +2XP,XX ) φ̈+ 3HP,X φ̇+ V
′(φ) = − β
MPl
ρΣ; (3.29)
where P,X denotes differentiation of P (X) with respect to X. The energy density and pressure
of the scalar now take a more complicated form of ρφ = 2XP,X −P (X) and pφ = P (X). Again
assumed is a perfect fluid with the equation of state w = p/ρ as the matter content, so that
Σ = 1 − 3w, and the potential V (φ) is neglected. As a consistency check, by taking the limit
Λ→∞, one recovers the standard Chameleon case. Again one eliminates ρ using 3.27 to obtain
M2PlH
2(4− Σ) + 2M2PlḢ + pφ − ρφ +
(2 + Σ)
3
ρφ = 0, (3.30)









Introducing the same set of variables as previously 3.19 - 3.21, one arrives at the following au-
tonomous system;














2 + Σ(1− 6β2s3)
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(Σ− 4− y(Σ + 2) + 3y(1− s))
]
; (3.33)
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. Again Hy =
∂H
∂y , Hz =
∂H
∂z but now H(y, z) is given implicitly by
the following equation; (











Analogous to the previous case, one requires that z = 0 with y chosen such that 3.35 does not





















2 = 0. (3.36)
The only way in which this does not constrain H is if, and only if, all of the coefficients vanish.
This can be achieved in two ways. The first is to take Λ→∞ and set y = 1/6β2, which gives the
decoupled DBI interaction limit and hence the original Chameleon result. The second is to take
β → ∞, and set y = 0. In this limit, scalar fields are strongly coupled to matter and hence the
surfer (originating from dominant matter kicks) re-emerges.




; β = 3.
In general, one expects that the surfing behaviour of the Chameleon will be destroyed provided
that Λ2 .MPlH/β, where the scale MPlH is set by the scale at which the kicks occur. This follows
from the fact that the DBI corrections become significant whenever φ̇2 ∼ Λ4 and on a surfer one
has φ̇ = −MPlH/β.
Solving the dynamical system numerically, one can demonstrate the above. One can verify that
in the limits when either Λ → ∞ or β → ∞, the surfer emerges. The image is like that of Figure
8, with all solutions approaching the surfing solution. One can also plot a DBI system, Figure 9,
where β is of order 1 and H & Λ2/MPl. One can see that the stable line at z = 0 that existed in
the non-DBI case (Figure 8) is no longer present until the Hubble parameter H drops below the
critical value set by Λ2/MPl. This means that the surfer is not an attractor in the theory at high
energy scales, and hence the surfing behaviour is destroyed.
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3.4.2 Field excursions
Without the Chameleon surfing in the appropriate limit of the DBI modification, one expects the
problematic field excursions preformed prior to BBN to be suppressed. This is essential in order to
prevent the scalar field from hitting the potential at too high a velocity, causing the production of
high energy quanta. The change in Jordan frame temperature gives a good estimation of the max-
imum field excursive undertaken by a Chameleon. While surfing, and neglecting the potential, the
Jordan frame temperature is constant. This results in an (over-estimated) infinite field excursion,
which tells one that the field shoots up the potential wall at too high a pace and much too early,
causing a breakdown in classical Einstein Field Theory (EFT).





where the kick remains close to the critical value between times ti and ti + ∆t. “Close” here is








dt ≤ |1|. (3.38)
The maximum field excursions will result when the field is initially surfing, z(ti) = 0, and therefore






















∣∣∣∣ . Λ2MPlH . (3.41)
The above equation is wonderfully illustrative, showing that Λ serves to suppress the large field
excursions. Constraints on the variation of particle masses from BBN until the present suggests
that one impose an upper bound |∆φ|/MPl . 0.1/β [64]. Since the last and the most significant kick
is due to the electron (at which point MPlH ∼ (MeV)2) this requires that one takes Λ . MeV/
√
β
to protect the theory from dangerously large field excursions.
3.4.3 Numerical simulations
Next the results of the dynamical systems analysis are confirmed by performing numerical simula-
tions. The system is solved with realistic initial conditions and in the presence of a simplified kick.
As was done in [2, 3], a change of variables is made to ones more suited to numerical simulation.
This is achieved by rescaling the field φ by MPl and changing the time variable to Einstein frame


























where in this section a prime denotes differentiation with respect to N . Similarly, the equations of
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For simplicity, a kick is approximated as a single Gaussian bump in terms of Jordan frame
temperature such that
Σ(TJ) = A exp
[
−




This is more realistic than a constant kick and so better represents the physical situation. The
parameters A, Tpeak and σ characterise the kick and are appropriately chosen to model the desired
kick in [3]. For the purpose of this thesis, the electron/positron kick is concentrated one. This is
the last and the most significant kick. This requires that one set A = 0.1, Tpeak = 2 × 10−4 GeV
and σ = 0.3. Since the Jordan frame temperature goes like TJ ∼ 1/aJ one can relate it to Einstein
frame efolds by
TJ (N) = TJ,i exp [−N − β∆ϕ (N)] , (3.47)
where TJ,i is the initial Jordan frame temperature corresponding to N = 0 and ∆ϕ(N) = ϕ(N)−ϕi
is the field excursion after N Einstein frame efolds. Combining 3.46 and 3.47 one gets an expression
for the kick function in terms of Einstein frame efolds Σ(N), which is used in the simulations.
The evolution equations 3.42, 3.43 and 3.44, 3.45 are solved with the Gaussian kick function
3.46. In the DBI-Chameleon simulations various values of Λ are used to demonstrate the effect
of the DBI correction on the surfing solution. These are consistently compared and contrasted
with the standard Chameleon by matching the initial conditions for φ and φ̇ in each case. In
all simulations the matter coupling strength is chosen to be β = 3 and the initial Jordan frame
temperature to be TJ,i = 10
−2GeV, approximately the temperature at which the electron/positron





with the energy scale of the kick Λk = 10Tpeak = 2 × 10−3GeV. When Λ ≈ Λk, φ̇ is strongly in
the DBI regime, with γ ≈ 1.7. It is therefore expected that the surfer no longer exists for these
conditions. Neglecting any contribution to the energy density from non-relativistic matter, the








with g∗(TJ,i) = 10.75. This closes the system of equations and allows one to calculate the three
initial conditions ϕi, ϕ
′
i, Hi. From this one can solve the required 3.42 and 3.43 or 3.44 and 3.45.
For the DBI-Chameleon, five runs are performed which correspond to values of Λ ranging from
Λk to 10Λk. The results are shown in Figures 10-12, where in each case one can see that as
Λ→ Λk the surfing solution becomes unstable and the attractor behaviour is destroyed. Note that
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for these runs, the trajectories for the positive and negative φ̇i are very similar, and so only the
positive are shown. In all of the simulations the thick black dotted line corresponds to the original
Chameleon without DBI correction, grey broken lines (dashed, dot-dashed and dotted) correspond
to Chameleons with DBI correction that do surf and solid lines correspond to Chameleons for which


















Figure 10: Phase diagram for ϕ′ vs. ϕ. Dotted light grey line indicates the surfing solution at −1/β.
Figure 10 shows the trajectories in the ϕ − ϕ′ plane with the horizontal dotted grey line indi-
cating the surfing solution at −1/β. The effect of the DBI correction is evident in the two solid
coloured curves, where the field velocity decays to zero. In contrast, all other trajectories approach
−1/β.














Figure 11: The kick as a function of Einstein frame efolds. Dotted light grey line indicates 2/(6β2− 1),
the critical value of the kick at which the surf occurs. Chameleons that surf see a constant kick at this
value.
Figure 11 shows the kick as a function of Einstein frame efolds with the horizontal dotted grey
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line indicating the critical value at which the surf occurs, Σ = 2/(6β2− 1). Chameleons which surf
see an almost constant kick at this value, whereas the Chameleons in the DBI regime for which the
correction is effective see a kick over a finite amount of Einstein frame efolds.














Figure 12: Field excursion vs. Jordan frame temperature.
Figure 12 shows the field excursion against Jordan frame temperature. The vertical line indi-
cates the critical temperature of the surf, T cJ . The solid coloured lines show the effect of the DBI
correction on the field excursion, with stronger corrections reducing the excursion in the field.















Figure 13: Field excursions vs Jordan frame temperature for variations in the DBI scale at fixed initial
field velocity.
Although it is clear that the surfing behaviour is ultimately eliminated by the DBI correction,
one might still worry that Planckian field excursions are still possible. These excursions would be
problematic because if one imposes the BBN bound φ < 0.1Mpl/β just before the electron kick, it
would mean the scalar still crashes into the minimum of the effective potential during BBN with too
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large a velocity. However, it is important to realise that these plots represent a worst case scenario,
with the DBI scale close to the kick scale and the initial speed of the Chameleon close to the speed
limit. One can easily suppress the field excursions to safe values by lowering the DBI scale by just
an order of magnitude further. This is demonstrated in Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13, the initial
field velocity is held fixed for each run, whilst the DBI scale is lowered. This means the γ factor
is increasing, and so the effective coupling is being weakened, suppressing the excursions generated
by the kick. In Figure 14 the DBI scale and the initial velocity are lowered in tandem, such that
the γ factor is held fixed. This time the effective coupling is unchanged between runs, but the
field excursions are suppressed due to the decreasing initial velocity. This reflects the ability of the
DBI structure to impose a cosmic speed limit on the scalar field. The Chameleon is therefore fully
protected from hitting the potential in any catastrophic way.















Figure 14: Field excursions vs Jordan frame temperature for variations in the DBI scale and the initial
field velocity, holding the initial effective coupling fixed.
3.5 Discussion
The authors of [2,3] claim that for some set of initial conditions, the Chameleon is not a consistent
classical field theory for describing the early universe. It appears that the previously thought-to-be
understood process that escorts the Chameleon down the potential has catastrophic consequences.
The kicks to the scalar caused by massive particles becoming non-relativistic during the radiation
dominated era appear to cause significant field excursions leading to the production of highly ener-
getic quantum fluctuations. These invalidate any classical treatment of the Chameleon, suggesting
that the Chameleon must have been sufficiently weakly coupled to matter prior to BBN in order
to remain consistent.
Considering Chameleon theory as an EFT with a DBI modification, it has been found that the
scalar is protected from dangerously large field excursions. The DBI correction ensures that the
Chameleon’s effective coupling to matter is weakened dynamically in the early universe, causing the
impact of the kicks to be suppressed. The mechanism by which this is achieved exploits derivative
self interactions of the scalar in order to induce a large Z factor, thereby dominating the dynamics
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as particles become non-relativistic for suitably chosen parameters:
(MeV)2
MPl
 Λ . MeV√
β
. (3.50)
Further, the DBI can be reduced to just an order of magnitude below the scale of the final kick in
order to keep field excursions sub-Planckian. This ensures that the Chameleon will avoid crashing
into the minimum of the effective potential during BBN and hence the DBI Chameleon will gener-
ically avoid the breakdown described in [2, 3].
4 Conclusion
Through analysing two very different systems, it is apparent that phase planes form an essential
part of theoretical cosmology. In Section 2 the technique is used to demonstrate a cyclic universe
model that is in keeping with current observations. The model is found to be chaotic in nature
and relies on only two conditions; that the universe is open and that dark energy decays at some
time in the future. Neither of these requirements have been confirmed nor ruled out by current
observations, with the former perhaps impossible to verify within the foreseeable future.
The portraits are created using Friedmann’s equations and are complemented with theory to
account for physics that the dynamical system itself does not encompass. The perturbation growth
during the collapsing phase of inflation is examined to find that a chaotic situation occurs, in which
some regions of the universe collapse into singularities, and others bounce and re-expand. This
depends on whether the collapse of the space is velocity- or potential dominated, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, perturbation growth causes some potential dominated regions to collapse, too. Quantum
fluctuations may cause a velocity dominated region to become potential dominated, and vice versa,
however this does not change the dynamics overall.
In Section 3, the claims in [2, 3] that in the very early universe the Chameleon model is incon-
sistent unless significant restraints are placed on the coupling strength of the Chameleon to matter,
are rebuked. To do this, a DBI modification is added to the equation of motion that describes the
Chameleon and verifies the results through a dynamical systems analysis and numerical simula-
tions. This UV correction serves to consider the Chameleon in the high energy regime, as it should
be in the very early universe. The energy scale decreases as the universe expands, and eventually
the equation of motion for the Chameleon reduces to its original form, as one observes it today.
The dynamical systems analysis shows that with a DBI modification the surfer is no longer an
attractor, suggesting that the surfing behaviour of the Chameleon is destroyed. This is confirmed
through a number of numerical simulations. Further, the excursions of the Chameleon in the DBI
limit are confirmed to be sub-Plankian, ensuring that the Chameleon is in no danger of hitting the
potential with speed. Chameleon gravity therefore remains a consistent model in the very early
universe, with a DBI correction dynamically renormalising the coupling strength of the Chameleon
to matter at high energies.
Cosmology is a vast field, covering the most fundamental of life’s questions. With every paper
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A Chaotic Cyclic Universe
A.1 Einstein to Friedmann and Raychaudhuri
Starting with the Einstein Field equations written in the compact form;




Here R = gµνRµν is the scalar curvature, Rµν is the Ricci tensor and gµν is the metric tensor. This











ν , giving Kronecker delta. Now use the covariant energy-momentum


























2ȧ2 + Sä+ 2k
a2
, (A.5b)
where a is the Roberston-Walker scale factor. Using these terms and the fact that the energy-






(ρ+ 3p), for µ = ν = 0; (A.6a)
−2ȧ





(p− ρ), for µ = ν = 1; (A.6b)
where ρ is the total energy density and p is the total pressure. Rearranging these, one arrives at
the Friedmann and Raychaudhuri equations, respectively;
3H2 = xρ− 3K; (A.7)
3Ḣ + 3H2 +
x
2
(ρ+ 3p) = 0. (A.8)
Using these two equations, one can now find the conservation equation for matter in an expanding










(ρ̇a2 + 2aȧρ) (A.9b)
Then use equation A.6a to eliminate ä to find the conservation equation;
ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0 (A.10)
It is interesting to note that given any two of these three equations, the third can be derived, that
is to say they are dependant on each other.
B Kicking Chameleons
B.1 Derivation of the equation of motion




Here β is a dimensionless coupling constant φ is the Chameleon field and Mpl = (8πG)
−1/2.





























(∂φ)2 − V (φ) + 1√
−g
Lm(ψ̃m, g̃µν). (B.4)





































































In line 3, the following calculation was used;∫
d4x∇µφ∇µδφ = ∇µδφ| −
∫
d4x(∇µ∇µ)δφ, (B.9)
with ∇µφ → 0 and δφ → 0 at the spacetime bounds.
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The conformal relationship implies
Tµν ≡ e4βφ/Mpl T̃µν . (B.13)
Similarly
ρ ≡ e4βφ/Mpl ρ̃. (B.14)
The equation of state parameter is therefore the same in both frames, w ≡ p/ρ.
Assuming matter fields don’t interact,
∇̃νTµν = 0. (B.15)
With matter a perfect isentropic (work transferred in system frictionless and so entropy constant)
field, p̃ = wiρ̃. One therefore has
T̃µν g̃µν = −ρ̃+ 3p̃ = −(1− 3wi)p̃. (B.16)




2βiφ/Mpldiag(−1, a2, a2, a2)
= diag(−e2βiφ/Mpl , ã2, ã2, ã2)
g̃µν = diag(−e2βiφ/Mpl ,−ã2,−ã2,−ã2)
(B.17)























Next expand the conservation equation, B.15;
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0 = ∇̃ν T̃ 0ν = T̃ 0ν,ν + Γ̃0σν T̃ σν + Γ̃νσν T̃ 0σ
= T̃ 00,0 + Γ̃
0
σν T̃
σν + Γ̃ν0ν T̃
00
= (−ρ̃g̃00),0 + 3e−2βiφ/Mpl ãã,0p̃g̃11 + 3ã−1ã,0(−ρ̃g̃00)
= e−2βiφ/Mpl(ρ̃,0 + 3ã
−1ã,0p̃+ 3ã
−1ã,0ρ̃)
= e−2βiφ/Mpl(ρ̃,0 + 3(1 + wi)ã
−1ã,0ρ̃)
(B.20)
Multiplying through by e2βiφ/Mpl ã3(1+wi);








ρ ≡ e3(1+wi)βiφ/Mpl ρ̃. (B.22)






































Substituting the above into equation B.10, one obtains








Next one defines the effective potential;






∇2 = Veff,φ(φ). (B.26)
One expects φ to seek a minimum for V eft(φ). One also wishes to have a V (φ) that gives rise
to cosmic acceleration via the slow roll mechanism. One assumes it has been rolling down the slope
in the positive direction, and so φ is a monotonically decreasing function.
For Chameleon behaviour, one requires;
1. limφ→0 V (φ) = ∞ ;
2. V (φ) is C∞, bounded below and strictly decreasing;
3. V ,φ(φ) is strictly negative and increasing;
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4. V ,φφ(φ) is strictly positive and decreasing.
In FLRW;
∇2φ = gµν∇mu∇νφ
= gµν∂µ∂ν − gµνΓρνµφ,ρ




One therefore obtains the equation of motion for φ;
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇ = −Veff,φ(φ) (B.28)
This requires further manipulation in order to obtain the desired equation;















Consider matter and radiation, i = m and r with βi = β.




ρr(1− 3wr)e(1−3wr)βφ/Mpl + ρm(1− 3wm)e(1−3wm)βφ/Mpl
]
(B.30)




































αφ+ V )gµν . (B.34)
Consider the 00 case, with R = 6
a2
(äa+ȧ2);










Here the following is used;





































































One then finds the 00-component;




= ρ̃e4βiφ/Mpl = ρie
(1−3wi)βiφ/Mpl (B.38)
For radiation and matter, one has
T 00r = ρie
(1−3wr)βiφ/Mpl ; (B.39a)
T 00m = ρie
(1−3wm)βiφ/Mpl . (B.39b)




φ̇2 + V (φ) + ρre
Σβiφ/Mpl + ρme
βiφ/Mpl . (B.40)
Note that from the Einstein Equations and from Equation B.35,










φ̇2 + V (φ) + ρre
Σβiφ/Mpl + ρme
βiφ/Mpl (B.42)


















































= φ̇2 − 4V − ΣρreΣβiφ/Mpl − ρmeβiφ/Mpl .
(B.47)


































This gives the second Friedman Equation.
Making some approximations now, one has that since Mpl >> βφ, e
βiφ/Mpl ≈ 1. Also, since
0≤Σ≤1, eΣβiφ/Mpl ≈ 1. The equation of motion and Friedman equations become
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇ = −V,φ −
β
Mpl
















Now define a new time variable, N ≡ ln(a/a,i) with a prime denoting differentiation with respect
to N . The scalar field is also made dimensionless by defining ϕ ≡ φ/Mpl. Next, one needs to find






































































ρr(Σ + fm). (B.57)



















































































(Σ + fm − Σfm).
(B.61)
Eliminate H ′ using the second Friedmann equation and noting that äa = H
′H + H2;
3M2pl(H





























































































































































































(Σ + fm − Σfm). (B.64)





2ϕ′2 + V + ρr(1 + fm)

























In order to further simplify the equation of motion, one notes that Σ≤0.1 and fm ≤ 10−6 prior





















































(Σ + fm − Σfm)
= −3 3dV/dϕ
ρr










































This result also matches that of Burrage et al.




+ φ′ = −3βΣ. (B.67)
B.2 Perturbing the Chameleon
Here one adds a perturbation to illustrate the stability of the surfing solution.
B.2.1 Deriving equation of motion














where X = −12 (∇φ)
2. Varying this action, and assuming a RW geometry, leads to the modified
Friedman and Klein-Gordon equations;
3M2PlH
















where ρr = e
4βφ/MPl ρ̃r is the Einstein frame energy density of relativistic particles and
ρφ = P,X φ̇
2 − P + V (φ); (B.72)
pφ = P − V (φ). (B.73)
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Here P = P (X). Choose a perturbation of the form








From B.75 it follows that
P,X = 1 + 2αX (B.76)
= 1 + αφ̇2 (B.77)
and
P,XX = 2α. (B.78)

























4ϕ′4 − V (φ). (B.82)





= ˙P,X φ̇+ P,X φ̈ (B.83)
= P,XX φ̇






























Plugging B.86 B.88 B.89 into B.71, dividing by MPlH
















(V,ϕ + βΣρr) . (B.90)
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3(ρr + V )
. (B.95)
This seems to limit the allowable limits of α, since
∣∣ϕ′2∣∣≤6, giving;
ϕ′ = 0 corresponds to α <∞; (B.96)
ϕ′ =
√
6 corresponds to α = 0. (B.97)






Since both possible roots of B.93 are positive, one requires that in the limit that α goes to zero






















for ϕ′ = 0. (B.100)
One can numerically solve the scalar EOM B.90 for the field with various initial conditions, and
investigate the effect of the perturbation term by changing the value of the parameter α. All results
are for an exponential potential of the form






where M ≈ 10−3eV is fixed by observations. For simplicity, initially assume the kick function Σ is






and the Einstein frame energy density is
ρr = ρr,ie
−4N , (B.103)












requires one to evaluate g∗S(TJ) which involves integrating over all the distribution functions for
the relativistic particles, and summing them. This is not necessary for illustrative purpose though.
B.2.2 Simulation
Upon simulating the perturbed case, one finds (Figure 15) that the results do not differ from that
of the normal case, showing that the surfer is stable to small perturbations.
Figure 15: Phase Plane for the Perturbed Chameleon
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